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Abstract—With the proliferation of electric vehicles (EVs), EV
battery charging will be a significant load on the power grid, and
thus it will have to be optimized. Many proposed optimizations
rely on predicted EV information, such as future trip start time
and battery State-of-Charge (SoC), for load management, charg-
ing scheduling, V2G profit optimization, etc. Prediction in turn
would benefit from real-time information about the EVs, while
they are on the road, i.e., before arriving at the charging facility.
A real-time reporting framework is thus necessary so that EVs
can report status information to the utility in a timely fashion.
In this paper we present Lynx, an authenticated anonymous real-
time reporting protocol. Lynx allows an EV to send anonymous
reports using pseudonyms that are unlinkable to its true identity.
At the same time, the utility can verify that the reports come from
some authentic EV without knowing the exact identity of the EV
that sends the report. To encourage EV participation, Lynx allows
the utility to issue anonymous receipts to EVs, which can be used
later by the EVs to anonymously claim credits. Lynx minimizes
computation overhead during real-time reporting, and our imple-
mentation on Raspberry Pi 2 shows that report generation and
verification can be done within 10 ms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Charging electric vehicles (EVs) will put a significant load

on the future power grid. To ensure efficient grid operation,

there is an emerging consensus that EV charging/discharging

will have to be coordinated, in order to reduce power losses

caused by uncontrolled EV charging [1], to avoid congestion in

the distribution network [2], [3], to adjust real-time electricity

price [4], to minimize the EVs’ waiting times at charging

stations [5], and to optimize V2G energy and ancillary service

scheduling [6], etc. A prerequisite for efficient coordination

is accurate prediction of the EVs’ activities, such as arrival,

departure, and battery State-of-Charge (SoC), which requires

the EVs to report real-time status information to the utility upon

request.

To gain acceptance, the real-time reporting of EV infor-

mation must be secure, efficient, and privacy-preserving. The

utility must be able to authenticate the reports to make sure

that it only uses reports from authorized EVs. At the same

time, since the report may contain sensitive information (e.g.,

the EV’s current location), the EV has a natural incentive to

remain anonymous. Real-time reporting should also have a low

communication overhead to be bandwidth efficient. Last but not

least, the utility may want to reward the EVs for the information

provided, and thus the reporting system should support the

implementation of an incentive mechanism.

The most straightforward approach would be to let each EV

submit its own report directly to the utility using digital signa-

ture authentication. However, digital signature is computation-

ally expensive [7] and identity-revealing. Several works [8], [9]

improve authentication efficiency by using symmetric keys, but

do not provide anonymity protection. Portunes [10] uses utility-

issued pseudonyms to protect the EV’s privacy from third-party

entities, but the utility knows the mapping between pseudonym

and EV’s true identity. Token-based approaches [11], [12] let

the EV authenticate itself by revealing an authentication token

to the utility, but the token revealing process is computationally

intensive and is not efficient for real-time reporting (e.g., in

dynamic charging scenario [10] the EV needs to send a report

to a new charging pad every tens of milliseconds).

In this paper, we propose Lynx, an efficient and secure

anonymous real-time reporting protocol for EVs to submit real-

time reports to the utility. Lynx achieves efficient real-time

reporting by performing computationally intensive pseudonym

and session key allocation during the night when the EV is

parked at home, which allows the EV to use efficient symmetric

key authentication for real-time reporting on the road without

invoking additional key exchange protocols. To protect the

EV’s anonymity, Lynx uses partially blind signatures and an

anonymous authenticated version of the Diffie-Hellman key

exchange protocol during the session key negotiation so that

the utility does not know the mapping between the EV’s true

identity and its pseudonym/session key. Finally, to support

various incentive mechanisms, Lynx allows the utility to issue

anonymous receipts to EVs, and these receipts do not reveal

any information about the EV’s identity or about the task that

the EV has performed (otherwise the utility could advertise

a special task only to a specific area, and a receipt showing

that the EV has performed that particular task gives away the

information that the EV was at that area).

The rest of our paper is organized as follows: in Section II

we review security background and related work; in Section III

we describe the system model and design goals of Lynx; in

Section IV we present the Lynx protocol; in Section V we

analyze security and privacy properties of Lynx; in Section VI

we evaluate the performance of Lynx, and conclude our paper

in Section VII.

II. SECURITY BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Security Background

Authenticated Encryption: Encryption and Message Au-

thentication Code (MAC) can be combined in different ways

to provide both message integrity and authenticity. In Encrypt-

then-MAC (EtM) the sender sends E[m],MAC(E[m]), where
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the plaintext is first encrypted, and the MAC on the ciphertext is

appended. EtM was proved to be more secure than both MAC-

then-Encrypt (MtE) and Encrypt-and-MAC (E&M) [13], and

thus Lynx adopts EtM for real-time reporting.

Blind Signature: Blind signature [14] allows the user to

request a signature of a message from the signer without the

signer learning about the content of the message. The signa-

ture requester generates a secret pair of blinding/unblinding

operations (b, b−1), and applies the blinding operation b to

the plaintext message m. The requester then sends the blinded

message b(m) to the signer. The signer signs the blinded

message with operation s and produces a signature s(b(m)),
and returns the signature to the requester. The requester now

applies the unblinding operation b−1 to the signature to obtain

b−1(s(b(m))) = s(m), which is a signature on the plaintext

message. Note that the signer only knows the blinded message

b(m), not the plaintext message m. Only the original requester

can unblind a signature s(b(m)) to obtain s(m). The requester

can further verify that s(m) is indeed a valid signature on m,

but cannot forge such a signature.

Partially Blind Signature: Partially blind signature

(PBS) [14] is similar to blind signature in that the signer does

not learn the content of the signed message. However, PBS

allows the signer to include some common message in the

signature. The signer and the requester first agree on the content

of the common message m0. The requester submits blinded

message b(m), the signer generates signature s(b(m),m0), and

returns it to the requester. The requester applies the unblinding

operation to obtain b−1(s(b(m),m0)) = s(m,m0).
Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange: Diffie-Hellman key ex-

change (DHKE) allows two parties to establish a common

secret. In its simplest form, Alice and Bob engaging in Diffie-

Hellman first agree on a common base g. Alice generates

a secret x and sends gx to Bob. Bob generates a secret y

and sends gy to Alice. Both Alice and Bob are now able to

compute the common secret gxy = (gy)x = (gx)y . The

naive implementation of Diffie-Hellman does not let Alice and

Bob authenticate each other, and is vulnerable to man-in-the-

middle (MitM) attack. Implicitly Authenticated DHKE (IA-

DHKE) defeats MitM attacks by using digital signatures [15]

or incorporating the public key of the intended communicating

parties in the shared secret [16]. As a result IA-DHKE does

not provide anonymity. Lynx adopts the idea of IA-DHKE

but instead allows the EV to use an authorization token τ to

anonymously authenticate itself to the utility.

B. Related Work

AnonySense [17] is a general platform for anonymous task

allocation and report submission. To achieve anonymous re-

porting, the participant submits its reports through a MIX

network. In order to defeat timing attacks on MIX network,

AnonySense abandons the use of low-latency anonymizing net-

works (e.g., Tor [18]), and uses instead Mixmaster [19], which

delays sending messages until it collects enough messages and

can mix them reliably. The delayed reporting thus makes it

difficult to apply AnonySense in our scenario where timely

information is a key requirement. PEPSI [20] assumes that

the participating mobile nodes and the querier do not share a

common secret, and thus chooses an Identity-Based Encryption

(IBE) approach for anonymous reporting. In our scenario it is

reasonable to assume that the utility and the EV know each

other (i.e., they know the public key of each other). With this

assumption Lynx is able to establish anonymously a session key

and uses efficient symmetric cryptography to authenticate real-

time reports. SPPEAR [21] uses oblivious transfer [22] to allow

an EV e to obtain an authorization token τ from a set of tokens

Πe generated by the utility, and then uses the authorization

token to establish a pseudonym. The use of oblivious transfer

unnecessarily complicates the protocol design, as the protocol

must guarantee that (i) for any two different EVs e and e′,

the corresponding token sets Πe,Πe′ from which they obtain

the token have non-empty intersection, i.e., Πe ∩ Πe′ �= ∅;

and (ii) no two EVs can obtain the same token. Anonymous

e-Tokens [12] allows a participant to show the token at most

n times anonymously, where n is a system parameter. If the

participant attempts to show the token more than n times,

its identity can be inferred. However, the verification of e-

Token requires an online zero-knowledge proof, which does not

satisfy our efficiency requirement due to its computation and

communication overhead. Li and Cao [11] proposed a privacy-

aware incentive mechanism using token-based authentication

for real-time reporting, but their design requires the EV to

reveal all unused tokens at the end of each iteration, which

incurs additional communication overhead.

Lynx differs from previous works in that it allows the com-

putationally intensive part of the protocol to be performed a

priori. This design choice is motivated by the common ob-

servation that most urban cars are parked at night (e.g., 1

am - 5 am) [23], which allows the EV to perform expensive

cryptographic and network operations such as communicating

through Mixmaster [19] or revealing anonymous tokens. Lynx

is also novel in that it relies on an anonymous token for IA-

DHKE in establishing pseudonyms and session keys, which are

thus unlinkable to the EV’s true identity.

III. MODELS AND GOALS

A. System Model

We consider a scenario where the utility needs the informa-

tion about the EV, such as its current SoC, desired SoC, and

estimated time-of-arrival, before the EV arrives at the charging

facility. Thus, reporting should be possible while the EV is on

the road, and we assume that the EVs are able to communicate

wirelessly with the utility either through a wireless network

(WiFi/DSRC or cellular) while on the road.

We assume that the EV follow the typical time-of-day pattern

of urban cars, and will be parked at night for several hours [23].

While parked at night, the EV can perform the computationally

intensive part of the Lynx protocol to establish pseudonyms and

session keys, so that during the day it can readily use efficient

symmetric encryption and MAC authentication for real-time

reporting.
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B. Security Model

We assume each EV e has a public/private key pair (Pe, Se),
and the utility has public/private key pair (PU , SU ). The utility

and EV know the public key and the corresponding public key

certificate of each other. We also assume that the EVs and

the utility have agreed on a base g for Diffie-Hellman key

exchange.

We assume that a secure partically blind signature (PBS)

scheme (e.g., [24]) is available. We assume that the utility has

two different key pairs (Pτ , Sτ ), (Pγ , Sγ) for PBS genera-

tion/verification: (Pτ , Sτ ) is used only for authorization token

τ , and (Pγ , Sγ) is used only for receipt γ. Sτ and Sγ are kept

secret by the utility, while Pτ and Pγ are known to all EVs. In

both cases we assume that the common message m0 appended

to the PBS is the current date in the format mm/dd/yyyy. We

further assume that many EVs request authorization token τ

and receipt γ each day, in which case the appended common

message m0 will not compromise the EV’s anonymity.

We assume the attacker is computationally bounded. In par-

ticular the attacker cannot reverse a one-way hash or forge

digital signatures without the private key. The attacker may

compromise one or multiple EVs, and access all secrets of com-

promised EVs including their secret keys for digital signature.

The attacker may also compromise the utility and access all its

secrets including the private key SU for digital signatures and

the signing keys Sτ and Sγ for blind signatures.

C. Goals

Efficiency: Lynx should be bandwidth-efficient and compu-

tationally lightweight on the EVs, due to their limited compu-

tation resources.

Anonymity: Lynx should protect the EVs’ anonymity during

real-time reporting. Consider the example where the utility

wants to learn about the locations of all the EVs with less than

30% battery. If the EV uses its true identity (e.g., long-term

public key) to authenticate and send the reports, the utility will

be able to know the EV’s location at a particular time, which

compromises the EV’s privacy.

Authorization: Lynx should ensure that only authorized EVs

can submit reports, but without revealing the EVs’ identities.

Authorization avoids an attacker from submitting fake reports

that could influence the utility’s decision.

Reward-compatibility: The utility may want to reward the

EVs for submitting reports. To facilitate rewarding schemes,

Lynx should allow the utility to issue unforgeable receipts

whose validity the utility should be able to verify. At the same

time, the receipt should not be linkable to the report for which

it was issued for.

IV. DESIGN

Lynx consists of four phases: token acquisition, key estab-

lishment, real-time reporting, and receipt submission. In the

token acquisition phase the EV acquires multiple authorization

tokens τi, i = 1 . . .N , where N is the maximum number of

pseudonyms that an EV can acquire each day. During the key

establishment phase, the EV uses each authorization token as

σA A’s digital signature the entire message
N total number of pseudonyms issued to EV e.

for all subscript i in this table we have 1 ≤ i ≤ N .
Ki[m] symmetric encryption using key Ki on m

C(x, z) Pedersen commitment of x with opening secret z

πi pseudonyms issued by the utility to an EV
Encrypt-then-MAC: uses AES to encrypt m

EtM
kA
i

kE
i

{m} with key kEi , then computes the MAC

on the encrypted message with key kAi
PBS

m0

S (m) partially blind signature on m with key S
and appended common message m0

m0 current date (mm/dd/yyyy)

τi authorization token τi = PBS
m0

Sτ
(C(gxi , zi))

γi EV’s receipt γi = PBS
m0

Sγ
(C(acci, ri))

acci account information specifying how the utility
should pay the EV with pseudonym πi.

(Pτ , Sτ ) public/secret key pair to generate and verify
all tokens τi. Sτ is known only to the utility.

(Pγ , Sγ) public/secret key pair to generate and verify
all receipts γi. Sγ is known only to the utility.

be, b
−1
e EV e’s blinding/unblinding operation

TABLE I
NOTATIONS

EV e Utility

msg 1: be(C(gxi , zi)), σe

msg 2: PBSm0

Sτ
(be(C(gxi , zi))), σU

msc Token Acquisition

Fig. 1. Token acquisition in Lynx. The EV repeats this phase N times to obtain
tokens τi, i = 1 . . . N .

an anonymous credential to establish a pseudonym πi and two

session keys kEi and kAi . The pseudonyms (session keys) are un-

linkable to other pseudonyms (session keys), in that the utility

cannot tell whether two pseudonyms (session keys) belong to

the same EV. In the real-time reporting phase, the EV chooses

randomly an unused pseudonym πi to submit a report and

uses the corresponding session keys kEi , k
A
i for encryption and

authentication. Each pseudonym is used only once to protect

the EV’s location privacy. Finally, the EV submits receipts to

the utility in order to get rewarded.

Token acquisition, key establishment, and receipt submission

are computationally intensive, but they do not need to be per-

formed in real-time. For instance, the EV may acquire tokens

and establish session keys when parked at home during the

night so that it can readily use the pseudonyms and session keys

for real-time reporting during the next day.

All messages include a timestamp to defend against replay

attacks. To simplify presentation we omit the timestamp in the

message specifications. In Table I we summarize the notations.

A. Token Acquisition

Each EV e runs the token acquisition protocol N times to

establish N tokens τi, i = 1 . . .N . For each i, the EV generates

two random secrets xi and zi, computes gxi , and commits gxi

with opening secret zi in C(gxi , zi) using a secure commitment

scheme (e.g., [25]). It then blinds the commitment using be,
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EV e Utility

msg 3: gxi

msg 4: gyi ,Ki[g
yi , gxi, σU ]

msg 5: Ki[g
xi, gyi , C(gxi , zi), τi, zi]

msg 6: EtM
kA
i

kE
i

{πi}

msc Key Establishment

Fig. 2. Key establishment in Lynx. The EV repeats this phase N times to obtain
(πi, k

E
i , kAi ), i = 1 . . . N .

signs the message with its true identity (e.g., using ECDSA),

and sends

msg 1: be(C(gxi , zi)), σe (1)

to the utility, where be(C(gxi , zi)) is the blinded commitment

and σe is EV e’s digital signature on the entire message.

The utility verifies the digital signature σe on the message.

Note that σe reveals EV e’s true identity. The utility generates

a partially blind signature PBSm0

Sτ
(be(C(gxi , zi))) where m0 is

the appended common message, which is the current date in the

format mm/dd/yyyy. It is reasonable to assume that many EVs

will request tokens each day, and thus m0 does not reveal the

identity of the EV. The utility then returns

msg 2: PBSm0

Sτ
(be(C(gxi , zi))), σU (2)

to the EV, where σU is the utility’s digital signature on the entire

message.

When EV e receives msg 2, it verifies σU , and then applies

the unblinding operation b−1

e to obtain the token

τi = b−1

e (PBSm0

Sτ
(be(C(gxi , zi)))) = PBSm0

Sτ
(C(gxi , zi))

(3)

and verifies that τi is a valid signature on C(gxi , zi) using

public key Pτ . Note that the utility does not know the signed

content C(gxi , zi) at this point. In Fig. 1 we illustrate the token

acquisition phase.

B. Key Establishment

For each token τi acquired, the EV runs the key establishment

protocol shown in Fig. 2 to obtain a pseudonym πi and to

establish two session keys kEi , k
A
i with the utility. However, the

key establishment phase does not have to immediately follow

the corresponding token acquisition phase. In fact, to defeat

timing-based inference, after the EV acquires the token, it

should wait for a random period of time before starting key

establishment. To hide the EV’s network identity, all messages

in this phase should be sent through an anonymizer (e.g.,

Tor [18] or Mixmaster [19]). Note that since key establishment

is generally performed when the EV is parked at night and has

several hours to complete the phase, the EV can afford to use a

high latency anonymizer such as Mixmaster [19] that provides

resistance against timing attacks.

To initiate key establishment the EV sends to the utility

msg 3: gxi (4)

Note that the EV has committed the value of gxi in τi.

When receiving msg 3, the utility generates a random secret

yi, constructs the shared session key

Ki = (gxi)yi = gxiyi (5)

and sends to the EV

msg 4: gyi ,Ki[g
yi , gxi, σU ] (6)

where σU is the utility’s digital signature on the ordered pair

(gyi , gxi).
After receiving the utility’s response, the EV constructs the

shared session key Ki = (gyi)xi = gxiyi , decrypts the rest of

msg 4 using Ki, and verifies the utility’s digital signature σU

on (gyi , gxi). At this point the EV has authenticated the utility.

The EV proceeds to show the token τi it obtained from msg

2 by sending the following message to the utility:

msg 5: Ki[g
xi, gyi , C(gxi , zi), τi, zi] (7)

Now the utility uses Ki to decrypt the message, obtains

the secret zi, and verifies (i) gxi , gyi are valid; (ii) zi opens

the commitment C(gxi , zi); (iii) τi is a valid partially blind

signature on C(gxi , zi) with appended common message m0

and signed using key Sτ ; and (iv) the date specified by m0 is

the same as the current date.

From the shared key Ki, both EV e and the utility derive two

shared keys kEi , k
A
i , where kEi is used for symmetric encryption

and kAi is used for MAC computation. The utility generates

pseudonym πi, and sends to the EV

msg 6: EtM
kA
i

kE
i

{πi} (8)

C. Real-Time Reporting

In the real-time reporting phase, the EV uses its assigned

pseudonyms πi and the corresponding session keys for encryp-

tion and authentication. Each pseudonym can be used only once

to guarantee pseudonym unlinkability. Let m be the plaintext

message that the EV wants to report to the utility. Before sub-

mitting a report, EV e generates an account field acci indicating

how the utility should reward the EV (e.g., through anonymous

BitCoin transaction [26]). The EV then generates a random

secret ri and commitment C(acci, ri), blinds the commitment

using be, and sends to the utility

msg 7: EtM
kA
i

kE
i

{πi,m, be(C(acci, ri))} (9)

where the message is first encrypted using kEi and then the

MAC on the ciphertext is computed using kAi . Note that the EV

can pre-compute be(C(acci, ri)) to save time during real-time

reporting.

When receiving msg 7, the utility verifies the MAC using kAi
and decrypts the message using kEi . If all verifications succeed,
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the utility generates PBSm0

Sγ
(be(C(acci, ri))) by blindly signing

be(C(acci, ri)) with key Sγ , and returns to the EV

msg 8: EtM
kA
i

kE
i

{PBSm0

Sγ
(be(C(acci, ri)))} (10)

where the message is first encrypted using kEi and the MAC

on the ciphertext is computed using kAi . Note that the blind

signature key Sγ used in msg 8 is different than the key Sτ

used to generate token τi in msg 2.

D. Receipt Submission

In order to get rewarded, the EV must prove to the utility

that it has performed useful work (i.e., it has reported) by

presenting an authentic receipt to the utility. In particular, after

EV e receives msg 8, it computes the receipt

γi = b−1

e (PBSm0

Sγ
(be(C(acci, ri)))) = PBSm0

Sγ
(C(acci, ri))

(11)

and verifies that γi is a valid signature on C(acci, ri) using

public key Pγ . The EV may choose to compute the receipt right

after it receives msg 8, or it could delay the computation. After

the EV has computed the receipt γi, it sends to the utility

msg 9: acci, ri, γi (12)

We do not specify here how the EV should authenticate msg 9.

If the EV is willing to reveal its true identity, it can authenticate

msg 9 using its digital signatures. Otherwise it may choose

some privacy-preserving authentication (e.g., group signature)

to authenticate the message and to protect its integrity. Since

this message does not need to be sent in real time, the EV

may also choose to send it in an anonymous way (e.g., using

Tor [18]).

When receiving msg 9, the utility computes C(acci, ri)
from acci and ri, and verifies that γi is a valid signature on

C(acci, ri), and rewards the EV as specified in acci.

Note that to defeat timing attacks, after the EV receives msg

8, it should wait for a random amount of time before sending

msg 9 to the utility.

V. SECURITY AND PRIVACY ANALYSIS

Anonymity: To protect the EV’s anonymity, the utility must

not be able to link the EV’s true identity e with any of its

pseudonyms πi. Since msg 1 and 2 are signed with digital

signatures, the utility can link e to be(C(gxi , zi)). From msg

3-6 the utility learns that gxi, πi, C(gxi , zi) belong to the same

EV. However, since the utility cannot link C(gxi , zi) from

be(C(gxi , zi)), it cannot link pseudonym πi to EV e.

Location Privacy: Lynx protects the EV’s location pri-

vacy by allowing the EV to establish anonymous unlinkable

pseudonyms. Note that the attacker cannot tell whether two

pseudonyms πi, πj belong to the same EV. Since each EV uses

each of its pseudonyms at most once, the attacker cannot infer

the victim EV’s trajectory by linking the different pseudonyms

used by the victim EV.

Chosen Plaintext Attack: Since the utility does not know

the plaintext m before signing the blinded message b(m), the

attacker might get the utility’s signature on an arbitrarily chosen

message. To mitigate chosen plaintext attacks, the utility uses

Sτ to blindly sign the authorization token τ and uses another

key Sγ to sign the receipt γ, and both Sτ and Sγ are different

from the key SU used to generate signature σU in msg 2 and

msg 4. In particular, a malicious EV cannot use a token τi
obtained from msg 2 as a receipt γi in msg 9 since they are

signed with different keys.

Forging Token/Receipt: In order to forge the authorization

token τi = PBSm0

Sτ
(C(gxi , zi)) used during key establishment,

the attacker would need to forge the utility’s signature on

C(gxi , zi), and would need to provide the corresponding gxi

and zi. Since the authorization token τi is issued only after the

utility verifies EV e’s digital signature σe in msg 1, an outside

attacker cannot cause the utility to blindly sign an arbitrarily

chosen message. Even if the attacker successfully gets the

utility’s signature PBSm0

Sτ
(m) on some random message m (not

chosen by the attacker), the attacker cannot construct gxi and

zi such that C(gxi , zi) = m since C is secure and information

concealing. Similarly, the attacker cannot forge the receipt γi
either.

Man-in-the-Middle Attack: Lynx uses an anonymous au-

thenticated version of Diffie-Hellman to prevent man-in-the-

middle attacks during the key exchange. Since the utility dig-

itally authenticates its Diffie-Hellman message, the EV authen-

ticates the utility’s true identity. By validating the authorization

token τi, the utility also knows that the EV has been authorized

in msg 2.

Replay Attack: All Lynx messages include a fresh times-

tamp generated by the sender. An outdated message replayed

by the attacker can thus be easily recognized. The only message

without authentication is the Diffie-Hellman initiation message

(msg 3). However, since the attacker does not know the secret

zi in msg 5, replaying msg 3 does not allow the attacker to

establish session keys with the utility.

Token Collection Attack: A malicious EV could try to

collect tokens through multiple days and use them all at once to

establish more than N pseudonyms. Lynx prevents such attacks

by using partially blind signatures (PBS) that allows the utility

to include the current date m0 in the generated token τ . Note

that the EV cannot change the appended date m0 in τ . The

utility checks that the date in the authorization token τ is the

same as the current date. This guarantees the freshness of the

token and defeats the token collection attack.

Unknown Key-Share Attack: The Diffie-Hellman key ex-

change (msg 3-5) in Lynx is similar to the STS protocol [15].

The original STS protocol has been shown to be vulnerable to

Unkown Key-Share (UKS) attacks [27], where A mistakenly

believes that the shared secret, which is actually shared between

honest parties A and B, is shared between A and the attacker

C. The UKS attack on the EV would not work since the EV

knows the utility’s public key certificate before executing the

key exchange protocol [27]. The UKS attack on the utility does

not achieve anything for the attacker, because by design the

utility does not know the identity of the EV.
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Fig. 3. Generation and verification cost of msg 7 and 8 with different message
sizes.

VI. EVALUATION

We implemented Lynx in C++ using Crypto++ 5.6.2 library

and blind RSA signature. We evaluated our implementation on

the Raspberry Pi 2 Model B platform with 900 MHz Quad

Core Processor and 1GB RAM. At the time of writing the Pi

2 platform costs $35 (USD).

Since only msgs 7 and 8 need to be exchanged in real time,

we focus on the computation complexity of these two messages.

In Fig. 3 we show the time required to generate and to verify

msg 7 and msg 8. Even With 900 bytes of payload it takes

less than 0.2 ms to generate msg 7 because be(C(acci, ri))
in msg 7 can be pre-computed. The generation of msg 8 is

two orders of magnitude more computationally intensive due to

blind signature generation, but this message is generated by the

utility, and can thus be performed on more powerful computing

platforms.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed Lynx for anonymous authenticated

real-time reporting of EV information. Lynx protects EV’s

privacy by allowing the EV to anonymously establish unlink-

able pseudonyms. To minimizes EV’s real-time computation

overhead, Lynx uses computationally efficient symmetric key-

based encryption and authentication for real-time reporting, and

performs computationally intensive operations when the EV

is parked. Lynx is also reward-compatible, and allows EVs to

obtain anonymous receipts for the reports they submit. Our

implementation on Raspberry Pi 2 indicates that the compu-

tation overhead of generating and verifying real-time reports

is less than 10 ms, which makes Lynx practical for real-time

reporting.
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